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ABSTl�ACT

I

A raster-scanned, color display system refreshed by
recycling data stored in the core memory of a Digital Equipment
Corporation PDP alE minicomputer is described in detail. The
system, which makes use of the computer's Data Break facility,
was tested on a monochromatic monitor but is capable of
generating images in seven colors with a flicker rate of sixty
hertz. The limited amount of core memory available with this
type of minicomputer has forced certain restrictions on the
overall capability of the system, particularly for cartographic
data which was the main point of interest in this work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The usefulness of a digital computer is, in some

applications, limited by its ability.to communicate with

an operator. As a result, the design of more sophisticated
computer input and output devices has become a major
field of study. Two-way communication may be achieved by

I
;

�
I

use of switches, lamps, teleprinters, or any of a host of

other devices designed to allow the operator to enter and

retrieve data.

One of the most useful computer output devices is the

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) display system. It allows relatively

high-speed output of .both alpha-numeric and graphic data.

Special interactive devices such as the "mouse", the

joystick, and the light pen permit two-way communication

between the computer and the display.
It is at times desirable to emphasize certain portions

of data. Such emphasis may be achieved by underlining
words or phrases, coding lines to represent different types
of data, or "flashing" the required portion of the image.
Each of these methods has its advantages and limitations.

However, the most useful form of data emphasis in almost

any application is color.

At the University of Saskatchewan a research group

which has been involved in the development of special
devices and systems for cartographic applications initiated
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a project to determine the usefulness of color display

systems. This thesis is a result of that work.

The value of emphasized data becomes more apparent

as the data with which the operator must deal become

finer and more concentrated. This is especially true for

cartographic work where data are not displayed simply for

viewing, but also for updating, modifying, and comparison

with data from two or more sources. When new data are

received, the cartographer can compare them with existing

data by viewing from a number of sources simultaneously.

If the data from each source are presented with a unique

color, even minor differences will become apparent.

Sites and locations are dipcriminated with much less

difficulty if, when the image is written, color is used.

Depth soundings written with a single color must be

individually examined in order to obtain any idea as to

the topography of the sea bed. Contour lines may be used

to assist the cartographer's dimensional perception, but

color coding the soundings according to depth enhances

this perception. Color coding the contour lines would

result in still greater comprehension.

The color coded sounding could also serve as a simple,

expedient, but relatively accurate method of ev.aluating

computer calculated contour lines.

Danger zones such as shoals and reefs could be more

readily identified if plotted with a contrasting color.
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Color discrimination could also be used for distinguishing
one charted area from another; land masses from water, wooded

areas from cultivated land, cities from towns, etc. One

need look no further than the standard atlas to appreciate
the value of color in these applications.

When work on this project was initiated, only a few

color display systems existed, most of them still in the

experimental stage.
A sys�em refreshed from a video or digital disc recorder

appeared to be the most promising alternative. A number of

establishments were working on disc-oriented displays but,
at that time no system satisfactory for cartographic

I 2 3applications had been developed. ' ,

The initial considerations for a disc system included

the method of transferring the data from the computer to the

disc, the amount of image deterioration, the ease with which

a system of this type could be manipulated, the .resolution

and stability which could be obtained, and many others.

As work progressed, it became apparent that the video

disc recorder available for the research lacked sufficient

frequency response to produce an image of suitable quality_
A disc recorder suitable for this application would have

been excessively expensive. By that time also, a number of

commercial systems with special discs had become available

and the approach was dropped.
A system refreshed by a minicomputer's core memory was
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then proposed. It was hoped that this approach would allow

a relatively inexpensive, simple color display which,

although useful, would suffer Some restrictions due to the

limited amount of memory available.

The proposed system would have a resolution approximately

equivalent to the North American broadcast standard. Tests

on charts placed before a color camera and displayed on a

broadcast monitor in a television studio indicated that this

resolution was sufficient for a wide range of cartographic

appld:cations. One advantage of this approach was the

possibility of using a scandard' color receiver as a

relatively low-cost monitor.

A system based on a Digital Equipment corporation (DEC)

PDP SIE minicomputer was designed and constructed. The

experimental system functioned properly, but unfortunately
further experimentation on its capabilities indicated that

the restrictions on the system were too great for it to be

of any true value for cartography, although it may yet

prove useful for other graphic applications with less

stringent requirements.
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2. COLOR DISPLAYS

2.1 Introduction

Color images may be generated directly or may be

.

1
.

1· d . __L f d'
4Lndd rect; y s i.mu ate by One of a number 0 eva.ces ,

however, after considering the characteristics required

for a computer display system, only two were considered

feasible: Beam Penetration displays and Color Kinescope

displays.

When work was initiated on this thesis, Beam

Penetration displays were few and expensive. Although the

system considered in this thesis was designed for Color

Kinescope displays, it would operate equally as well with

Beam Penetration displays.

2.2 Beam Penetration Displays

Two color (green and red) images are written by the

single electron gun of a Beam Penetration cathode ray tube

by activation of two phosphor layers deposited one on top

of the other and separated by a -barrier". The writing

potential of the beam can be switched between two levels,

allowing two writing modes. In the first mode, the

potential of the beam activates the inner (red) phosphor,
but is too low to penetrate the barrier and reach the

second phosphor. In the second mode, the potential of

the beam is increased, and is capable of activating the
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first phosphor, penetrating the barrier, and activating
the outer (green) phosphor. Although both phosphors are

activated in the high potential mode, careful selection
and deposition of the two phosphors allows the green to

dominate the red.

Beam Penetration displays more recently introduced

exhibit four 'color capability with good resolution and

brightness.

This type of display shows great promise for computer
display applications.
2.3 Color Kinescope Displays

There are two major types of color kinescopes, the

Shadow Mask and the Trinitron. Although the physical
structure and operation of the two tubes are radically
different, the basic principle is the same.5 Both tubes use

three electron beams to write a multi-colored image on

three interlaced screens. The three-screen viewing surface

is an orderly pattern of targets composed of three phosphors,
each with its own small area. When excited by an electron

beam, one of these phosphors emits red light, one green,
and the other, blue. Although the target's three phosphors
are physically separated, they are so small and in such

close proximity that the human eye perceives only a single
point, the color of which is determined by the amount of

light emitted by the individual phosphors. A wide range
of colors can be generated by exciting the three phosphor�
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of a single target to different degrees. In order to

excite the phosphors individually, a mask or grill
is placed between the electron gun assembly and the

screen with geometry such that each· of the three beams

is capable of striking only one of the three phosphor
areas.

The Shadow Mask tube contains three electrically and

magnetically isolated electron guns displaced axially by

120 degrees. The three beams generated by these guns

converge as they approach the Shadow Mask which is an

opaque shield perforated by a myriad of tiny holes and

mounted only a fraction of an inch from the viewing screen.

When the beams reach the mask, they intersect and pass

through the same hole after which each strikes one of the

three phosphor dots of the target which is called a color

triplet.

In contrast to the Shadow Mask tube, the Trinitron

contains only one electron gun which generates three beams

6all in the same horizontal plane. Rather than a perforated
mask, the Trinitron contains an opaque grill of vertical

slots. The three phosphors of the target are arranged in

vertical stripes. As the Trinitron's three beams approach
the grill, they converge, intersect, pass through one of

the slots, and strike the appropriate phosphor stripe on·

the viewing screen.
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3. STORAGE OF THE IMAGE DATA

3.1 Introduction

Many of the most useful existing display systems are

centered around Image Storage Cathode Ray Tubes as is the

case with the Tektronix 611.7 The storage capability of

this type of display means that the image need only be

written once, after which the computer is free for other

uses. Unfortunately only monochromatic displays of this

type are available. Most other displays have no internal

storage capability. Beam Penetration and Color Kinescope
displays retain an image for only a fraction of a second.

The image must be continually rewritten if it is to be

viewed for any useful length of time. To accomplish this

the data defining the image must be stored elsewhere within

the display system.

One of the most important considerations in display
system design is flicker rate. A person viewing an image
for any length of time and looking for .fine detail is

susceptible to image flicker. A flicker rate lower than

50 hertz would likely be irritable and result in eye

fatigue. North American broadcast television systems

employ interlace scanning to achieve an apparent flicker
rate of 60 hertz. Whatever form the image storage takes,
it must be capable of delivering data at a rate sufficient
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to surpass the worst allowable flicker rate.

Several types of storage were considered before a

final decision regarding the choice of refresh method was

made.

3.2 Delay Lines

Several multi-grey level display systems using

mechanical delay lines as the storage medium were considered.

The properties of the data storage required for grey level

specification could be modified to achieve color capability.
This type of system suffers from image deterioration due

to loss of information in the delay lines. Examination

of existing systems seemed to indicate that it is difficult

to achieve high or even medium resolution.

3.3 Semiconductor and Plated Wire Memory

Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) and Plated Wire

memories show a great deal of promise in the future as the

prices of these products are continually declining. Storage

of this type would require little interfacing and could

likely be used as operating memory for the computer when

the display system is not in use. However ( at the time this

project was initiated, the cost was prohibitive.
3.4 Storage Tubes

Bistable Storage tubes such as the Tektronix 611 can

be employed as digital memory. The same capability which

allows the use of hard-copy units could be used to attain

storage of one data bit per image point. A number of data
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bits are required to define the color of each image point
on a color display and a system employing a bistable tube

as memory would be complex, expensive and cumbersome.

3.5 Disc and Drum Recorders

Magnetic disc and drum recorders were considered

among the better alternatives. At the outset of this

project an MVR.200MM video disc recorder was available for

experimental purposes. This particular disc had two record

playback heads each of which could be moved manually to one

of six hUhdred tracks; each track could store one complete

image frame. A composite video signal of one volt rms is

applied to the input, processed and recorded on the disc

in the form of a frequency modulated signal. The 1800

revolution per minute speed of the disc is synchronized by

comparison of a tachometer output with the vertical

synchronizing pulse of the composfte video input signal.
When the Record button is depressed, the recorder waits for

the next vertical synchronizing pulse and then records one

complete image frame. The recorder is then switched back

automatically into the playback mode and the demodulated

video output is .made available at the output connector.

Although this disc had only a one�color capability,
a system could be designed to allow color. One possibility
would be to use each of the recording heads to record one

bit for each image point. This two bit per point capability
would allow a digital system with four possible colors e

,
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Synchronizing signals would have to be added to, and

recorded with, at least one of the inputs. A second method

of achieving color recording on this disc would be to code

the color of image points as amplitude variation·in the

composite video signal.

This recorder was designed for television systems
and operates at four megahertz; this is far beyond the

maximum data transfer rate of most minicomputers. It is,

therefore, necessary to convert the .. speed of the data from

the computer rate to the rate at which the disc operates.
One possibility would be to reduce the speed of the

disc to record the image, and then to accelerate to

playback speed to view the image. This would require a

complete redesign of the recorder's internal electronics

as it was designed for frequency modulated operation and,
even if the disc were to be rebuilt, the great time delay
between recording and viewing an image would still pose a

major problem. Accelerating the disc to viewing speed
would require in excess of sixty seconds before the image
stabilized.

If the data are to be recorded at the disc's operating
speed, a two-speed buffering system is required. The

buffer must be loaded at the computer speed and then

synchronized with the disc at the recording speed. It

would be impractical to attempt to record the entire image
in one operation as this would require a very large buffer

which would in fact eliminate the need for the disc. The
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image must therefore be recorded in segments. The size

of the buffer would determine how much of the image could

be recorded in a single recording operation.
Two techniques of buffering were considered, the

first involved recording one vertical column of the image

during each operation. This technique would however not

work well on a disc using frequency modulation as the

switching transients would cause demodulating problems. A

second problem with the MVR 200 MM is that the switching

speed between record and playback modes is too slow to

allow implementation of this particular method. A redesign
of the disc's electronics might have overcome this problem
but it is unlikely as the disc was not meant to operate
in this fashion.

The second buffering technique requires a buffer

capable of storing the data for one scan line. The data

would be loaded into the buffer and then strobed·

synchronously onto the disc. The record mode switching
takes place during the horizontal blanking interval where

transients would not necessarily cause problems. The

switching speed required is far lower as the blanking
interval is several micros.econds in duration.

This second method of buffering showed promise

initially, but experiments with the MVR 200 MM indicated
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that it did not have the bandwidth required for operating
at the necessary data rate. The "responso limit wan

partially due to the recording heads themselves, and

redesign of the disc's electronics would not have overcome

the problems entirely. Because the disc recorder is an

expensive device, it was not deemed worthwhile to purchase
another one to complete the project and a different approach
to the problem was sought. A second reason for not pursuing
the use of a disc recorder was the advent of a commercially
available system which operates on principles similar to

those described. Colorado Video, Incorporated (CVI) now

markets the Video Memory 404A system which offers color

display capability.
3.6 Core Memory

A final method of storing the image data is to use the

computer's own core memory. The computer central processor
must continually re-cycle the stored data which means that

the computer must be partially or wholly dedicated to the

display system. This plus the limited amount of core memory

available in minicomputers, was certain to cause some

restrictions on the operation of the system. However, it

was felt that this type of system would be an inexpensive
method of achieving color display capability with a

minicomputer.
An experimental system, built around a Digital

Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP alE minicomputer, was

constructed and tested. The results were satisfactory.
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construction and operation of the experimental

system is covered in suhsequent chapters, but a proper

understanding of the system requires knowledge of the

operation of the scanninq system in a television monitor

and the operation of the PDP S/E Data Break system.
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4 • RASTER SCANNING AND SYNCHRONI ZING 8

The electron beam in a cathode ray tube of a television

receiver writes in a raster fashion, scanning the entire

screen surface with a linear, constant-velocity motion. It

starts in the upper left corner of the screen and scans

horizontally toward the right. As this happens, an image

is written by modulating the intensity of the beam. When

the beam reaches the right side of the screen, it is

disabled or blanked and rapidly returned or retraced to the

left side to begin a new scan line.

As the beam scans in this horizontal manner, it also

scans vertically, but at a much lower rate. As a result

of the difference in the horizontal and. vertical scanning

rates, many horizontal lines have been written by the time

the beam reaches the bottom of the screen. When the beam

does reach the bottom, it is blanked and retraced to the

top of the screen to begin scanning a new image. This type

of scanning is achieved by applying ramp waveforms to the

receiver's horizontal and vertical deflection coils.

In commercial television systems in North America,

each complete image or Frame is actually composed of two

half images or Fields. Horizontal lines with even numbers

are written during the Even scan field while those with odd

numbers are written during the Odd scan field. The two
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fields are synchronized in such a manner that lines

written during one field are written between, or interlaced

with, the lines written during the other scan field. This

is called Interlace Scanning. The justification for this

complex mode of scanning is that the apparent flicker rate

is doubled for the same bandwidth requirement. One

complete frame is written every 33.4 milliseconds, however,

two adjacent lines in an image are contained in opposite
scan fields and are written only 16.7 milliseconds apart.

The human eye integrates the light generated by the line

pair and perceives an apparent flicker rate of 60 hertz.

If the two fields are to be properly interlaced, the

initial position of the beam cannot be the same for both

scan fields. Figure 4.1 illustrates the scanning paths of

the beam for the two fields. The solid lines indicate

written image while the dotted lines indicate the retrace

paths during which time the beam is blanked. The beam begins
its scan from the top left corner for the odd field and

from top center for the even field.

It should be noted that each field contains a half

line. For successful interlace scanning it is necessary

that the total number of scan lines in an image be odd , In

North America, television systems have ,525 scan lines per

frame, 262� in each scan field.

The horizontal and vertical ramp generators in the

receiver must be synchronized with their counter-parts in

the camera. One pulse train at the vertical scan rate of
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60 fields per second and a second pulse train at the

horizontal scan rate of 15,750 line per second (30 frames

per second X 525 lines per frame) are required to

synchronize the receiver. In commercial television

systems, only one composite synchronizing signal containing
both vertical and horizontal synchronizing components· is

transmitted. The receiver must separate these two

components. The vertical synchronizing pulse must be

serrated to allow the horizontal oscillator to remain in

synchronism during the vertical retrace period.
To obtain the vertical synchronizing pulses, the

receiver passes the composite signal through an integrator
circuit. The horizontal pulses will cause a ripple at the

output of the integrator, but only integration of the

vertical pulse will result in sufficient output to trigger
the vertical oscillator. Because one scan field ends with

a half line, and the other ends with a full line, the output

state of the vertical integrator would be different at the

end of alternate scans, this difference would cause a phase

error in the triggering of the vertical oscillator. To
I

eliminate this phase error, each vertical synchronizing
pulse is preceded and followed' by six pulses at twice the

horizontal synchronizing rate. These six Equalizing
pulses equalize or normalize the output of the vertical

integrator before and after each vertical synchronizing
pulse. It should be noted that the horizontal ramp generator
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will only be triggered by alternate equalizing pulses.
The serrations which occur during the vertical synchronizing

pulse must also appear at the equalizing rate but again the

horizontal oscillator is triggered by alternate pulses.
The horizontal oscillator triggers on the leading edge of

synchronizing pulses and, as a result of the phase inversion

during the vertical synchronizing pulse, the serration

pulses must be advanced by a period equivalent to their own

width in order that phase continuity of the horizontal

synchronizing pulse train be maintained.
..

The video sic:;rnal
is blanked during the vertical synchronizing period

beginning on the leading edge of the first of the six

equalizing pulses preceding the vertical synchronizing
pulse and extending for a period equivalent to several

horizontal scan lines after the vertical synchronizing
pulse is completed.

The video signal is also blanked during the horizontal

retrace period, the leading edge of the horizontal blanking

pulse precedes the leading edge of the horizontal

synchronizing pulse. The blanking pulse is twice the

width of the synchronizing pulse.

Figure 4.2 illustrates one horizontal scan line of a

composite video signal which contains synchronizing,
blanking and video components. This is the type of signal
that is transmitted. to the television receiver. The

relative amplitude and period of the three components are

indicated.
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the differences between the

vertical blanking intervals of the odd and even scan

fields.
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5. OPERATION OF THE DEC POP S/E DATA BREAK SYSTEM9

5.1 Introduction

An understanding of the operation of the experimental
system requires a knowledge of the operation of the POP S/E
Data Break system. This section describes the operation
and control of a typical Data Break system. It should,

however, be pointed out that the experimental system does

not necessarily use all signals as described in this text.

The PDP S/E Data Break or Direct Memory Access (DMA)

system allows high-speed transfer of bulk data to and from

the core memory. The maximum rate of transfer is one,

twelve-bit data word per 1.2 microsecond memory cycle.
This high speed is achieved by allowing the peripheral
device to overri¢le the central processor and, as the name

implies, access core directly. When the Break Request line

is asserted, the computer completes the cycle in progress

and then yields control of the memory to the peripheral

requesting service.

A separate KD S/E Data Break Interface Module, costing
approximately $500.00, is required for each peripheral which
uses the Data Break system. This module plugs directly into

the PDP 8/E OMNIBUS and is linked to the peripheral device

by two multi-conductor ribbon cables, the signals of which

are listed in Table 5.2. The KD 8 IE contains all of the

electronics required to execute either One or Three Cycle
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Data Break transfers, into or out of the core memory,

including a device priority network.

Each Data Break device is assigned one unique bit of a

twelve-bit priority word. This bit is hard-wired into the

KD alE module associated with that device. Bit zero indicates

the highest priority, while bit eleven indicates the lowest

priority.

Before each word transfer takes place, all devices

requesting service assert their priority on a common bus and

only the device with the highest priority is allowed to

proceed.

The fixed length of the priority word limits the number

of Data Break devices that one PDP alE can handle to twelve.

Each Data Break per.ipheral requires two bookkeeping
register:s, one register contains a twelve-bit Word Count

which is stored in twos-complement, and specifies the number

of words to be transferred during the break operation. The

value of the Word Count is incremented before each word

transfer and, when the proper number of word transfers have

occurred, the value of Word Count reaches zero, which causes

a Word Count Overflow Flag to set, indicating completion of

the break operation.
A second register stores the core location of the word

presently being transferred. The Current Address Register
has a capacity of from twelve to fifteen bits depending upon

how many Extended Memory Fields are to be addressed by the
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peripheral. The value stored in the Current Address

Register is incremented prior to each word transfer which

results in sequential core locations being referenced.

Because the incrementing occur� before the transfer, the

original value of Current Address'must be one less than

the address of the first location to be referenced during
the break operation.

Two configurations of Data Break are possible with the

PDP alE, One and Three Cycle, which as the names imply,.

require one and three memory cycles respectively per word

transferred. One Cycle Break allows maximum transfer rate;

while Three Cycle Break, though slower, requires less

hardware.

The configuration of break which occurs when a break

is requested depends upon the sense of the 3 CYCLE line.

If this line is asserted, a Three Cycle Break will occur,

otherwise, a One Cycle Break will occur.

5.2 One Cycle Data Break Devices

A One Cycle Break Device contains hardware registers

inciuding all neceSsary control and gating required to

load, store and increment the values of Word Count and

Current Address. Before a Data Break operation begins, the

initial values of Word Count and Current Address are loaded

into their respective registers in the peripheral by means

of Programmed Input-Output transfers.

One word is transferred during each memory cycle,
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assuming the device maintains priority.· If the device loses

priority, it enters a "hold'! state and waits for the higher
priority device to finish.

During each memory cycle, the computer reads, and then

references the address supplied to the KD SIE module's Data

Address (DATA ADD 00-11) lines by the peripheral's Current

Address Register.

The peripheral device is responsible for incrementing
the values of Word Count and Current Address and for detecting
the Word Count Overflow condition.

S.3 Three Cycle Data Break Devices.

A Three Cycle Data Break Device teduces the amount of

hardware required by using specific core locations as Word

Count and Current Address Registers. The need for three

memory cycles now becomes apparent, the values stored in

these t.wo core registers must be examined prior to each word

transfer.

In a Three Cycle Break system, th� computer and the

KD SIE module are responsible for incrementing the Word

Count and Current Address and, for detecting the Word Count

Overflow. The peripheral device never actually knows the

values of Word Count and Current Address; both are dealt

with while in the computer's Memory Buffer Register.
Before a Data Break operation begins, the initial

values of Word Count and Current Address are deposited
into the appropriate core register locations under program

control.
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The Data Break system must e�ecute three distinct

cycles for each data word transferred:

1) A Word Count. Cycle (We Cycle)

2) A Current Address Cycle (CA Cycle)

3) A Break Cycle (BK Cycle)
The KD 8/E module keeps track of which cycle is in

progress and checks device priority before each cycle. A

device with higher priority can interrupt prior to any

memory cycle, without regard to which of the three cycles
would normally occur next. Should this happen, the 1<D S/E

enters a hold state until the higher priority device is

finished and then restarts where it was interrupted.
A single address is permanently wired to the KD 8/E

Data Address lines. This hard-wired address specifies the

core location of the Word Count Register. During the Word

Count Cycle, this address is strobed into the KD 8/E'S
Break Memory .Address Register. The value of Word Count is

retrieved from the specified location, incremented and

checked for overflow. The incremented value is then

returned to the core register. If an overflow is detected,
the KD 8/E asserts the BWC OVERFLOW line to inform the

peripheral that this will be the last word transfer.

When the break system enters the Current Address Cycle,
the hard-wired address is artificially incremented within

the KD 8/E module and is used to reference the Current

Address core register. The value of Current Address is
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retrieved from the specified location.and incremented.

This updated value of Current Address is simultaneously

returned to core and loaded into the KD 8/E Break Memory

Address Register.

The system enters the Break Cycle with the value of

Current Address in the Break Mem9ry Address Register of

the KD 8/E. During this final cycle, a data word is

transferred either into or out of the core location

specified by the Curx-ent Address. The direction of the

transfer depends upon the sense of the DATA OUT line.

5.4 Direction of Data Transfer

The direction of data transfer for both One and Three

Cycle Data Break devices is determined by the sense of the

KD a/E DATA OUT line during the Break Cycle. An output

transfer oCQurs if the DATA OUT line is asserted, and an

input transfer occurs if it is not.

If an output transfer is requested; the word in the

referenced core location is loaded into the computer's
memory buffer register and made available to the peripheral
via the positive I/O Bus Interface Buffered Memory Buffer

lines any time after TP2 of the Break Cycle.

Disabling the DATA OUT line during the Break Cycle

causes the word in the peripheral's data register to be

deposited in the referenced core location during TS2. The

outputs of the peripheral's data register are connected to

the KD a/E Data (DATA 00-11) lines.
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5.5 KD alE Data Break Interface

'I'he nRK RQS'l', 3 CYCU,�, nwc ovrmr"IJOW, ONJ'l\ 00-11, DA'l'l\

ADD 00-11, f�XT DATA ADD 00-02 (EMA), and DA'l'A OUT connections

'have already been mentioned, the functions of the remaining

KD BIE connections are as follows:

B BREAK (0) - This signal is asserted by the KD BIE

module at TP4 of a Break Cycle to indicate to the peripheral

that a "true" break is in progress. It is asserted only if

the device has priority over all other devices requesting

service and is often combined with BTS3 to generate a strobe

pulse for output transfers.

ADD ACCEPTED - The Address Accepted line is asserted

during TSI if a Break Request has been accepted, without

regard to.which device has priority. The peripheral uses

this signal to clear its Break Request flag.
,

MB INCREMENT - Disabling the Memory Buffer Increment

line will result in normal Data Break transfers, while

asserting it will result in one of two special operations

depending upon the condition of the DATA OUT line. Asserting

both MB INCREMENT and DATA OUT lines during the Break Cycle

will cause the value stored in the referenced location to

be incremented; asserting the MB INCREMENT line and disabling

the DATA OUT line during the Break Cycle will cause the

value contained in the peripheral's data register to be

added to the value stored in the reference location.

CA INCREMENT INH - The Current Address Increment

Inhibit line, if asserted during the Current Address Cycle
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of a Three Cycle transfer, will prevent the computer from

incrementing the value of Current Address stored in the

core register.

B INITIALIZE 2 - This pulse is asserted by the

computer's power clear circuit and is used to initialize

the peripheral prior to a Data Break operation.
5.6 Positive I/O Bus Interface

Several Positive I/O Bus Interface connections, listed

in Table 5.1, are used by Data Break peripherals.
The Buffered Memory Buffer (BMBOO·Il) lines are used

to transfer data to the peripheral during output Data Break

transfers.

The BMBOO-II, SKIP BUS, and BIOP lines are used during
the programmed transfers required to initiate the values of

Word Count and Current Address, and to. check the status and

activate or de-activate the peripheral.
BTSI and BTS3 are used to synchronize operations

between the computer and the peripheral •.
The INT RQST BUS or Interrupt Request Bus may be used

to interrupt the computer from executing programs to initiate

a Data Break operation.
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. TABLE 5.1

POSITIVE I/O BUS INTERFACE

Si�nal· Name ·Pin

Cable 1 Cable 2 Cable 3

BAC 00 BMBOO (1) AC 00 * BIBAC 01 BMBOI (1) AC 01 * D1BAC 02 BMB02(1) AC 02 * E1SAC 03 BMB03(0) AC 03 * HIBAC 04 BMB03(1) AC 04 * JlBAC 05 BMB04(0) AC 05 * LlBAC 06 BMB04(1) AC 06 * M1BAC 07 BMBOS (0) AC 07 * PIBAC 08 BMB05(1) AC 08 * SlBAC 09 �MB06(0) AC 09 * D2BAC 10
. BMB06 (1) AC 10 * E2BAC 11 BMB07(0) AC 11 * H2BIOP1 BMB07 (1) SKIP BUS * K2BIOP2 BMB08(0) INT RQST BUS * M2BIOP4 BME08(1) AC CLEAR BUS * P2BTS3 BMB09(1) B RUN (0) S2BTS1 BMBIO (1) T2B INITIALIZE 1 BMEll(l) V2

All connections marked with an asterisk (*) are inputs to

the PDP 8/E computer, and are asserted at ground. The remaining
connections a.re outputs and are asserted at plus 3 volts except
where noted.
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TABLE 5.2

DATA BREAK INTERFACE

5'i2ha1 Name Pin
i

Cable 1 Cable 2

DATA ADD 00 * DATA 00 * Bl
DATA ADD 01 * DATA 01 * D1
DATA ADD 02 * DATA 02 * El
DATA ADD 03 * DATA 03 * HI
DATA ADD 04 * DATA 04 * Jl
DATA ADD 05 * DATA 05 * Ll
DATA ADD 06 * DATA 06 * Ml
DATA ADD 07 * DATA 07 * PI
DATA ADD 08 * DATA 08 * 51
DATA ADD 09 * DATA 09 * D2
DATA ADD 10 * DATA 10 * E2
DATA ADD 11 * DATA 11 * H2
BRI< RQST * 3 CYCLE * K2
DATA OUT * CA INCREMENT INH * M2
BBREAK (0) BWe OVERFLOW P2
ADD ACCEPTED EXT DATA ADD 02 * S2
MB INCREMENT * EXT DATA ADD 01 * T2
B INITIALIZE 2 EXT DATA ADD 00 * V2

All connections marked with an asterisk (*) are inputs,
and are asserted at ground. The remaining connections are

outputs, and are asserted at plus 3 volts.
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6 • A CORE STORAGE SYSTEM

When experiments on the video disc recorder proved
unsuccessful, an entirely new approach was sought. After

considering several alternatives, it was decided that a

promising approach would be to work toward a smaller system
in which the display is refreshed by recycling data stored

in the core memory of a minicomputer. It was hoped that

the proposed system would allow a PDP 8lE computer, with
8K of memory, to generate medium resolution images with

from four to eight color capability. With the limited

amount of core memory available, it was a forgone conclusion

that the system would have restrictions. A system capable
of defining every possible point of a medium resolution

image would require an impractically large memory. If the

twelve-bit data words were each used to represent twelve

sequential image points, a single color image with 400 x 400

point resolution would require in excesS of 12,000 words of

memory.

However, a display system was made possilble by use of

a special data format. The system has seven color

capability with a resolution of 300 x 300 points. One

twelve-bit data word is required for each written image
point. The twelve-bit words are split into one nine-bit

field specifying the X coordinate, and one three-bit field
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specifying the color. The Y coordinate is indirectly
specified by the word locations in core. This format is

only possibie because of the nature of raster-scanning.
Data are stored in the computer's memory in the same

manner in which the electron beam in the monitor scans,

in ascending order of both X and Y coordinate. As the

beam scans, data are taken from consecutive core locations

starting at a hard-wired address which is reinitiated by
the vertical synchronizing pulse. The data are transferred

through the Data Break facility to the display electronics

where they are converted to video signals.
A complete raster image or frame is composed of two

half images or fields. All image points with odd Y

coordinates are written during one field and all image
points with eve� Y coordinates, during the other. Therefore

if the data are to be stored in the order in which they are

to be used, it is necessary to separate those points with

odd Y coordinates from those with even coordinates.

A fixed portion of core memory is used to store the

image and the remaining core, to store display and formatting
pxoqrams . The 8000 words of the PDP 8/E' s memory are

arranged in two data fields. A fixed number of locations

in data field #1 are used to store all image points with

odd Y coordinates and an equal number of locations iIi data

field #0 are used to store all image points with even Y

coordinates.
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There are two possible methods of utilizing the allotted

memory locations with the data formatted in this manner. The

first possibility is to use only the number of words required
to specify all written points on a particular scan line

followed by an End of Data code. Detection of this code

would cause the display electronics to halt until the next

scan line is initiated before accepting the next data word.

The Y coordinate can be determined by noting the data field

being read and counting the occurrences of the End of Data

code after the vertical synchronizing pulse.
This method yields the most efficient use of the memory

available but has several shortcoming when programming and

buffering are considered. Each time a new image point is
added to existing data, large amounts of written information
must be relocated in order tnat the new point appear in

proper sequence. This requires a complex and time consuming
program.

The second method of utilizing the allotted memory is

t:o assign a fixed number of core locations to each scan line.

This method results in the memory appearing somewhat like a

matrix with the first word assigned to each scan line having
a fixed absolute address. The programming for this method

i.s not as complicated as only a small number of words need

be relocated when a'new point is added. The number of words

assigned to each line depends on the amount of memory which

is available. A practical limit is reached at approximately
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fifty points per line, the maximum speed at which the Data

Break system is capable of transferring data (63.5 microsecond

scan time/l.2 microsecond PDP 8IE cycle time = 52). This

method of core utilization was considered the better of the two.
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7. THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

7.1 Data Format

'l?he experimental system was made possible by use of a

special data format which requires one data word to define each

image! point written. Each twelve-bit data word is subdivided

into one nine-bit field specifying the X coOrdinate of the point,
and one three-bit field specifying ·the.color. The data format

is illustrated in Figure 7.1.

Bit I 1 I I I I I I I
I Bit0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 I 11

� Color Code +=- X Coordinate �_._

Figure 7.1 Data Format For Points

�rhe first four pages of both of the PDP alE's data fields

are SE�t aside for programming, and the last page of each data

field is set aside for the computer disc monitor program. The

remaining 6600 (octal) locations in each field are dedicated

to storage of the image.

Sixteen core locations, allowing sixteen written points,

---_ ..__ ----- ------------
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are assigned to each scan line. Obviously the appearance of

a horizontal line in the written image would soon fill the

sixteen locations. To avoid this problem, a special Line Mode

format has been built into the system. This Line Mode format

requires only two data words to specify a horizontal line

irre<gardless of its length. The first of the two words is

formatted in the normal manner, containing the X coordinate

and 'the color of the first point in the line. The second word

contains the X coordinate of the last point in the line and a

Line Mode Code which is specified by setting all color bits to

logical ones. When the display detects the code, it will

continue to write the color specified by the first word until

the E�lectron beam reaches the X coordinate specified by the

second word.

o
Bit
o 1 o 1 1 o 1 1

Bit
11

� Color Code t Starting Coordina.te of the Line

First Line Coded Word

Bit

I I I I I
Bit

0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 11

�Line Code t- End Coordinate of the Line ---4I
Second Line Coded Word

Figure 7.2 A Line Coded Pair
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Data words in Point and Line format are stored in the

computer's memory in ascending order of both X and Y

coordinate, the same manner in which the electron beam

scans. Note that the connections of the display monitor's

vertical deflection coil were interchanged causing the beam

·to scan from the bottom of the screen to the top. As

explained in Chapter 6, the nature of interlace scanning

requires the separation of those points with odd Y

coordinates from those with even Y coordinates. All points
with even Y coordinates are stored in data field 0, while

all points with odq Y coordinates are stored in data field 1.

7.2 Programming
The experimental system activates the computer's Data

Break electronics at the beginning of each horizontal scan

line. Sixteen data words are transferred through the Data

Break system to an input buffer in the display system where

t:hey are stored for use during the subsequent scan line.

E:ach transfer requires one, 1. 2 microsecond computer cycle
for a total of 19.2 microseconds out of the 63.5 microseconds

required to scan one line. No Data Break transfers are

a.llowed during the vertical sequence interval which allows

another 1200 microseconds of free computer time per image
frame. This means that even in the display mode the

computer is free to execute prog:rams more than sixty percent
of the time. With this amount of time and the eight pages

of memory set aside for programming, on-line processing of

-�--------
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incoming data, and execution of independent programs is

possible.

Once the image has been stored in the memory in one

way or another, the only programming required to set the

display system in operating mode is the issuing of a 6141

display enable instruction. The system may be disabled

by either issuing a 6142 display disable instruction or

by depressing the Halt and Clear keys on the programmer's
console of the computer.

Although a formatting program was written, it has not

been presented in detail in this thesis as it was not

completely debugged or refined. The program is capable
of processing data entered either by means of a digitizing
table or interactiveiY. The processing is done in real-time

allowing stored data to be viewed while incoming data are

bedng processed. The program first erases or preconditions
the memory to eliminate any extraneous data, then begins

accepting data in the form of X and Y coordinates from the

in.put source. Each time a point is entered, the formatting
program must do the following:

1) Scale the X and Y coordinates to a 300 x 300 �oint
screen si.ze.

2) Determine the data field in which the new point
will be stored by examining the least significant
bit of the Y coordinate to see �f it is odd or

even.
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3) Determine the addro'l of the tir.t of the sixteen

data locationa aaligned to the lean line with the

same Y coordinate as the new data point.
4) Determine where the new word belongs in relation

to any points previously written in the sixteen

possible locations by comparing the X coordinate

of the new point to those of eXisting points�
5) Relocate, if necessary, any data previously written

in the sixteen locations in order to make the

proper location available for the new word.

6) Deposit the new word with appropriate color bits.

7) Accept the next word from the input source.

The most complex portion of the formatting program is

the part which determines the position of the new word with

respect to words previously written. The complication arises

because of the use of the Line Mode facility. Although each

point entered may represent an entirely new and independent
point, it may also be any of the following:

1) A point previously written.

2) A point in the middle of an existing line.

3) A point at the beginning or end of an existing
line.

4) A point which, with one other previously written

point, results in the creation of a new line.
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The action that the program must take is differeht

:in each case and may not only consist of writing a new

,�ord, but might result in modification of existing words.
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7.3 System Hardware

A Block Diagram of the experimental system is

illustrated in Figure 7.3. This block diagram and the

overall operation of the system are considered in this

:section, a detailed description of the individual blocks

is considered in Chapter B.

Timing for the display system originates in the

Synchronizing Generator, which produces all the synchronizing
and blanking signals required for the operation of the

monitor and the display electronics. Among these signals
is a Point Rate Clock which has a period equivalent to

. (me image eiement (lBO nanoseconds). An X Position

Register in the Write Generator counts, the number of these

clock pulses that occur after a horizontal blanking pulse.
Although no electrical connection exists between the X

Position Register and the display monitor; the contents of

t�his register are used to represent the instantaneous

horizontal position of the electron beam, an approximation
made possible because of the linear, constant-velocity
nature of raster scanning. The accuracy of the approximation
is dependent upon the linearity of the monitor.

The contents of the X Position Register are compared
bit-for-bit with the nine-bit X coordinate specified by the

data word made available from the Input Buffer system. When

the two values are identical, a lBO·nanosecond Intensify
pulse is generated and used to activate the appropriate
combination of gates in the output circuit.

---------
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The three video output signals are combined with

blanking and synchronizing signals in the Video Mixer to

form a composite video signal for the display monitor. The

experimental system was tested on a monochromatic display
monitor� a color monitor would require a more complex video
mixer than the one used.

The two-stage, three-bit Color Buffer stores the

color bits of the data word. When a point is written, the

Color Buffer looks ahead one word to predict a shift to the

Line Mode. Detection of the Line Mode Code cauSes the Line
Point Mode Control to be set, and the previous color code to

be retained. The Mode Control overrides the Intensity
circuit and causes the entire line to be written in the color

specified by the first of the Line Coded Pair.

When X coincidence is detected, the next data word must

be made available to the Write Generator in less than 180

nanoseconds which corresponds to a transfer rate in excess

of five megahertz. Since the PDP 8/E Data Break system can

only transfer one word each 1.2 microseconds, a two-speed
Input Buffer must be used.

The Input Buffer consists of two registers each capable
of storing sixteen, twelve-bit data words. Sixteen words

assigned to a scan line are transferred through the Data

Break system into one of the two registers one scan line

prior to use, while sixteen words transferred during
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the last scan line are being delivered to the Write

Generator from the other register. The functions of the

two registers are alternated at the end of every scan line.

Two shift pulses generated within the system must be

routed to the appropriate register of the Input Buffer.
The first of these pulses, the Display Shift pulse,
generated when X coincidence is detected, is used to clock

whichever register of the Input Buffer is delivering data

to the Write Generator. This shift pulse makes the next

word available to the Write Generator circuits. The second

pulse, The Load Shift pulse is generate by combining the

BTS3 and B BREAK signals of the KD 8/E module. Sixteen of

these loading pulses are generated during each horizontal
scan line and are used to transfer the data words assigned
to the next scan line into the Input Buffer.

The Load Shift and Display Shift pulses are routed to

the appropriate registers of the Input Buffer by a shift

pulse routing circuit which acts as a double-pole-double
throw switch. The routing circuit and the Input Buffer are

controlled by the Register Control flip-flop, a one-bit

register which toggles at the end of each scan line. The

Data Distributor and Data Selector of the Input Buffer are

both controlled by the sense of the Register Select line

from the Register Control flip-flop.
The Data Distributor routes the twelve-bit data words

from the Data Break system into the loading register of
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the Input Buffer, while the Data Selector makes the previously
loaded words available to the Write Generator circuits.

Programmed instructions, transferred through the Device

Selector circuit, are used to enable or disable the entire

display system.

The remainder of the system, the Data Break control,
the Word Count Register, and the Current Address. Register,
are all part of the Data Break system.

The Data Break Control circuit sets the Break Request
flag on the trailing edge of each horizontal blanking pulse.
Data words are transferred via the Positive I/O Bus Interface

Buffered Memory Buffer lines to the Input Buffer, where they
are routed to the appropriate register by the Data Distributor
and loaded by the Load Shift pulses.

The addresses of the data words are supplied to �he

KD 8/E Data Address lines by the Current Address Register
which is re-initiated at the beginning of each scan line.

The Extended Memory Address (EMA) bit of the Current AddI>ess

Register is toggled before each scan field. The Word Count

Register is reset before each scan line. The values of

Current Address and Word Count are incremented each time

a Load Shift pulse occurs.

When sixteen word transfers have occurred, the Word

Count Register signals the Data Break circuit, and the

Break Request flag is de-activated leaving the computer
free until the trailing edge of the next horizontal blanking
pulse.

-------.---'-�-------
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8. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM BLOCKS

8.1

.8.1.1

Synchronizing Generator

Description

The synchronizing generator creates the signals

required to synchronize the display monitor and control the

operation of the display electronics. Great care has been

taken in the design of this circuit as the stability of

the entire system depends upon the quality of the signals
that it generates.

A unique method of generating the required signals is

employed; rather than depending upon the stability of

monostable oscillators to prpduce the necessary pulse

widths and repetition rates, this circuit assembles the

required waveforms by combining pulses of a harmonic of the

horizontal line scan rate.

To reduce the amount of electronics required, the

generated signals deviate from the North American standards

in the following two ways:

1) Although the widths of the horizontal b1anlm�g
and synchronizing pulses remain standard, the time relation

has been altered. The synchronizing pulse has been centered

on the blanking pulse making the front and back porches

equal (refer to Figure 4.2).

2) The 4.44 microsecond width of the serrations of

the vertical synchronizing pulse have been made equivalent
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to the 5.08 microsecond width of the horizontal synchronizing
pulses.

There is no experimental evidence of any error being
caused by these two deviations.

Analysis of Figure 4.3 reveals that the composite
synchronizing waveform has only three components:

1) 5.08 microsecohd horizontal synchronizing pulses
with a repetition rate 6f 15,750 hertz (63.5 microsecond
period).

2) 2.54 microsecond equalizing pulses with a repetition
rate of 31,500 hertz (31.75 microsecond period). Six of
these pulses precede, and six follow, the vertical

synchronizing pulSe.

3) Serrating pulses which occur at the equalizing
rate 31,500 hertz during the vertical synchronizing pulse.
As mentioned these pulses have been modified to be equivalent
to the width of the 5.08 microsecond horizontal synchronizing
pulses.

All of these signals must be generated in proper time
relation if they are to be combined to form the composite
synchronizing waveform.

In addition to these synchronizing signals, 10.16
microsecond horizontal blanking pulses must be generated in
proper time relation.

The synchronizing generator consists of three blocks:
1) a pulse assembler

2) a mode control
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3) an output gating circuit.

The pulse assembler generates horizontal blanking
pulses (BLK.) and the three components of the composite
synchronizing waveform, the synchronizing pulses (SYNC.),
the equalizing pulses (EQUL.) and the serrating pulses
(SERR. ) •

The mode control determines which of the three component
pulses should be activated to produce the composite waveform.
There are three possible modes: the synchronizing mode

(SYNC. MODE), the equalizing mode (EQUL. MODE) and the

serrating mode (SERR. MODE).

The mode control idles in the synchronizing mode until
the vertical sequence is triggered by the vertical sequence
initiate pulse (VERT. SEQ. INIT.). Upon completion of the

vertical sequence, the mode control returns to the

synchronizing mode. There are 525 equalizing pulses,
corresponding to 262� scan lines, between initiate pulses.
As a result of the odd number, every second initiate pulse
will be generated after only one half of a scan line.
This satisfies the condition illustrated by the two types
of vertical blanking interval of figure 4.3.

8.1.2 Operation
The schematic diagram of the synchronizing generator

is illustrated in figure ��l.

The 5.5125 megahertz master cloci is crystal controlled
for accuracy and stability. The period of the pulse train
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Integrated circuits for Synchronizing Generator circuit

(figure 8.)

ICI

IC2, ICl2
IC3, IC6, IC7, ICIO,

lC14, ICI5, ICl6
ICl7

MC4024
MC7404
MC7493

IC4 MC3025
MC7400
MC4015
MC4006
MC7476
MC3001
MC7410
MC3002
MC3003
MC8601

IC5, ICII, ICl8
IC8

IC9, IC25
ICI3, IC23, IC24
ICl9
IC20
IC21
IC22
IC26
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generated by the master clock is equivalent to one image

point on a scan line (180 nanoseconds).

This ,oint Ra.te Clock is required by the write Generator

circuit of the display electronics.

The master clock signal is divided down to one pulse
train with a period of 1.275 microseconds, and a second

pulse train with a period equivalent to the 31,500 hertz,

equalizing rate. The 31,500 hertz Assembly Initiate

(ASSEM. INIT.) pulses begin the pulse assembly sequence'

by setting the Assembly flip-flop IG13A; this in turn

enables IClO, a four-bit counter. The three most significant
bits of ICIO are feed to IC9, a one-of-eight line-decoder

which generates eight sequential, mutually exclusive, 2.54

microsecond pulses at the outputs QO to 01. Figure 8.2

shows the relation between the eight outputs and the OR

combinations which are used to assemble the four required

pulse trains. The 10.16 microsecond horizontal blanking

pulses (BLK.) are the OR combination of decoder outputs

Q2, Q3, Q4 and 05. The horizontal synchronizing (SYN,C.)

and serrating (SERR.) pulses are both 5.08 microseconds

wide, the former being the OR combination of 01 and �
and the latter, of 03 and 04. The 2.54 microsecond

horizontal equalizing (EOUL.) pulses are derived from 03

alone. IC8, a quad latch, buffers the output combinations

to eliminate any switching transients which might occur

due to the asynchronous nature of ICIO. The trailing edge
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of or is differentiated, inverted and used to reset the

Assembly flip-flop IC13A. ICIO is then held in a reset

state which in turn holds IC9 in the idling state QO until
the Assembly flip-flop is again triggered by an Assembly
Initiate pulse.

All four of the assembled pulse trains at the outputs
of ICa have repetition rates of 31,500 hertz, twice the

horizontal line scan rate. The repetition rate of the

horizontal blanking and synchronizing pulse trains must

be reduced to 15,750 hertz by a circuit which passes only

every second pulse (ICllA, ICllB and IC13B).

The 31,500 hertz pulse train is divided by 525 (IC15,
IC16 and IC17) to obtain a 60 hertz traip of Vertical

Sequence Initiate Pulses (VERT. SEQ. INIT.) which signal
the beginning of the complex waveform of the vertical

blanking interval illustrated by figure 4.3. Each initiating
pulse sets the Vertical Sequence flip-flop IC24A which in

turn generates the first of four Mode Shift pulses and

causes the mode control circuit (IC24 and IC25) to advance

from the sP!lchronizing mode QO to 01, the first of the two

equalizing modes. IC14 counts the 31,500 hertz blanking

pulses and, after six counts, during which six equalizing
pulses occur, generates a second Mode Shift pulse advancing
the mode control circuit to 02, the serrating mode. After

another six counts, IC14 generates another Mode Shift pulse

advancing the mode control to the second equalizing mode, 03.
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Six pull•• later, IC14 qeneratC!lI the tinal Mode Shitt

pulse which returns the mode control circuit to the

synchronizing mode,QO,where it remains until the next

Vertical Sequence Initiate pulse.
The trailing edge of the pulse from Q3 is differentiated,

inverted and used to reset the Vertical Sequence flip-flop
IC24A.

The mode signals are used to gate the pulse trains

through IC22A, IC22B, IC22D and IC20C to produce the

composite synchronizing (COMP. SYNC.) output.
The stability of the vertical blanking pulse is not

critical for this system as it is not used for a control

signal. A monostable oscillator IC26 generates a blanking
pulse approximately 1.0 millisecond wide when triggered
by the Vertical Sequence Initiate pulse. The Vertical

Blanking pulses from IC26 and the Horizontal Blanking
Pulses from the assembler are combined by IC19B to produce
the Composite Blanking (COMP. BLK.) output.
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The Current Address

Description

This circuit supplies the core addresses required during
a block transfer by Data Break. It consists of a twelve-

8.2

8.2.1

bit, semi-preloadable, up counter which specifies the actual

core address, a one-bit Extended Memory Address register
which specifies the core field, and a vertical phase

generator which synchronizes the core memory fields and

the display scan fields. The schematic diagram of the

Current Address Circuit is illustrated in figure 8.3.

8.2.2 Operation

An initial address, 1000 (octal), is jam loaded into

the address register dluring the vertical sequence interval.

After the vertical sequence pulse is disabled, the system

generates a Break Request flag on the trailing edge of each

horizontal blanking pulse. A B BREAK • BTS3 signal,

generated each time a data word is transferred, is used

to increment the address register. Unlike other Data

Break peripherals, this system increments the values of

Current Address and Word Count after a transfer occurs,

therefore, the initial address in the Current Address

Register is the actual address of the first location to be

referenced.

If no errors occur, the fottr least significant bits
of the address register should be zero at the beginning
of every scan line. In lieu of simply using a twelve-bit
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register, the address register is split into a fonn-bit

register (ICI) reset before each scan line, and an eight
bit register (IC2 & IC3) preconditioned by the vertfcal

sequence pulse and clocked by the Break Request signal.
Subdividing the register in this fashion reduces the

possibility of cumulative errors.

The sense of the Extended Memory Address bit (EMA) is
controlled by the vertical phase generator (IC4A & IC4B).
This circuit assures that the proper core field will be

referenced during the Odd and Even scan fields. Its operation
is based on the fact that the horizontal blanking pulse
immediately preceding the vertical blanking interval cptDcides
with a horizontal equalizing pulse only in the case. of the

Odd scan.
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8.3 The Input Buffer

8.3.1 Descr�ption

The Input Buffer is used to convert the speed of the

image data from the, synchronous speed of the Data Break

system to the asynchronous speed of the display system.

It consists of two independent registers each capable of

storing sixteen, twelve-bit data words on a first-in-first

out basis.

During each horizontal scan line, sixteen data words

are transferred by Data Break from core memory to one of

the two registers, while sixteen words stored in the other

register during the previous scan line are used to write the

current line. The functions of the two registers alternate

at the end of each scan line.

The major building block of the Input Buffer is the

MC 8328 dual, eight-bit, serial shift register. Figure 8.4

illustrates the two register circuit required for each bit.

The Input Buffer consists of twelve such register pairs

operating in parallel.

The input Data Distributor, which routes the data from

the computer to the proper register, is part of the MC 8328

integrated circuit. The secondary inputs l2A and l2B are

wired to logical 0 for color bits Cl-C3, and to logical 1

for X coordinate bits Xl-X9. If the system demands a

·seventeenth word, it is given one which is effectively

ignored.
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The Output Data Selector, composed of descrete gates,
i. Iynchronized with the Data Diltributor and both are

driven by the Register Select input which determines the

functions of the two registers.
8.3.2 Operation

The Register Select line determines which of the two

registers will be loading and which will be displaying and

conditions the Data Distributor and Data Selector accordingly.
A logical 1 on the Register Select line causes the A Register
to display and the B Register to load.

The shift pulses for the two regis�ers are derived

from the Display Shift and Load Shift pulses. The System
Control Card routes the proper pulse to each register.

---------_._--
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8.4

8.4.1

The System Control

Description

The System Control circuit ties the computer, the Data

Break Interface and the rest of the display electronics

together. It contains: Input Buffer control cirouits,

system enabling circuits, shift pulse r�uting circuits and

circuits which are part of the Data Break control including

the Word Count Register and the Break Request Flag. Figure

8.5 is the schematic diagram of' the System Control circuit.

8.4.2 Operation

The enabling circuits respond to the programmed

instructions 6141, enable the display system, and 6142,

disable the display system, On the leading edge of the

next vertical sequence (VERT. SEQ.) pulse.

The Break Request Flag IC2B is set at the beginning

of each scan line by the trailing edge of the horizontal

blanking (HOR.BLK.) pulse. The computer responds on the

leading edge of the next Timing Pulse 3 (TP3) and, on the

subsequent Timing Pulse 4 (TP4), asserts the B BREAK line

and accepts the contents of the display system's Current

Address Register. The contents of the addressed location

are made available to the system Write Generator circuit

via the computer's Buffered Memory Buffer (BMBOO-ll)

lines after the leading edge of TP2.

The B BREAK signal, which indicates that a "true"

break cycle is in progress, is ANDed with Buffered Timing
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Signal 3 (BTS3) of the Current A(idress circuit to obtain

BTS3 : B BREAK. On the trailing edge of BTS3 • B BREAK,

a 150 nanosecond Load Shift pulse is generated by IC3B.

This pulse strobes the contents of the computer's Memory

Buffer into the appropriate register of the system's

Input Buffer. The register into which data is loaded is

controlled by the sense of the Register Select line.

Each time a transfer takes place, the BTS3 • B BREAK

signal increments the contents of the Word Count Register,

a four-bit counter ICI. On the trailing edge of the

fifteenth BTS3, the carry (CRY) output of the Word Count

Register resets the Break Request Flag. The request flag

was, however, sampled and accepted by the KO 8/E module

at TP3 and a sixteenth transfer will occur.

The Break Request Flag is inhibited during the vertical

sequence pulse to insur� that the system is initiated at

the beginning of· each image field.

The routing circuits determine the destinations of the

two shift pulses which clock the two registers of the Input

Buffer. The Display Shift pulse comes from the Write

Generator circuit indicating that it is ready to accept the

next data word from the "displaying" register of the Input

Buffer. The Load Shift pulse is generated by the System

Control circuit on the trailing edge of the BTS3 • B BREAK

signal, and is used to strobe the data word on the computer's

Memory Buffer lines into the "loading" register of the

Input Buffer.
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The Register Select signal from the Register Control

flip-flop IC4A determin,es which of the Input Buffer's

registers will be loading and which will be displaying.

It is also used by the routing circuits to direct the

two shift pulses to the appropriate register.

The Register Control flip-flop is toggled on the

leading edge of every horizontal blanking pulse, thereby

reversing the functions of the two registers of the Input

Buffer at the end of every scan line.

The Word Count Register is reset by the horizontal

blanking pulse to insure that sixteen transfers will occur

during the next scan line.
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8.5

8.5.1

The Write Generator

Description

The Write Generator circuit contains all the hardware

necessary to convert the digital data to video signals.

This hardware includes: an X position Register, an X

Coincidence Detector, write circuits, a Line-Point Mode

Control, and a double buffering system for the color bits.

This double buffering is required to implement the Line

Mode. Figure 8.6 is the schematic diagram of the Write

Generator.

8.5.2 Point Mode Operation

The X Position Register (lClA, IC2 and IC3), a nine

bit synchronous counter, is held in the clear state by the

horizontal blanking pulse. As the electron beam scans,

the X register counts upward at the point·rate. Although

there is no physical connection between this card and

the monitor's deflection coils, the contents of this register

are used to indicate the horizontal coordinate of the beam.

This assumes that the beam is scanning at a constant, linear

velocity proportional to the Point Rate Clock. The accuracy

of this assumption depends on the linearity of the monitor.

The X Coincidence Detector compares the contents of

the X Position Register with the X coordinate (Xl to X9)

specified by the data word presented by the Data Distributor

of the Input Buffer system. Whenever the contents of the

X register and the specified coordinate are identical, the
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Coincidence flag (IClB) is set by the next negative

transition of the Point Rate Clock. Combining the clock

and coincidence detection in this manner eliminates the

possibility of false triggering while either the X

register or the data word is being changed.

The Coincidence flag remains set until the subsequent

positive transition of the Point Rate Clock. As a result,

the shift pulses generated by the coincidence flag are

always one half of a clock period in duration.

When the Coincidence flag sets, it strobes the color

bits of the current data word into Color Buffer 1 (IC15A,

IC15B and IC16A), and signals the Input Buffer to make the

next data word available.

When the Coincidence flag resets, it causes a 180

nanosecond Intensify pulse (IC14), and a 50 nanosecond

Color Strobe pulse (IC4B) to be generated, The Color

Strobe pulse causes the bits in Color Buffer 1 to advance

to Color Buffer 2 (IC16B, IC17A and IC17B), where they

are combined with the Intensify pulse to activate the

appropriate video output gates (IC5A, IC5B and IC5C) •

8.5.3 Line Mode Operation

As explained previously, a horizontal line is defined

by only two data words, the first specifying the starting

X coordinate and the c�lor of the line, and the second,

the end point coordinate and the Line Mode code.

Since the Line Mode code is contained in the second

word, it is necessary to look ahead one word to see if the
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Line Mode is to be used. It is also necessary that the

color bits appear at the video output gates the moment

the intensify circuit is activated, and that they remain

there as long as it is active. To satisfy both of these

needs, a double buffering system is required for the color

bits.

The first of the two Line Mode words is handled as

any other word would be, except that when the Coincidence

flag resets, the Line Mode flag (IC4A) sets. This results

from the detection of the Line Mode code by the three input

gate IClOB. The Line Mode flag overrideS the Intensify

pulse and causes the video output gates to continue writing

after they would normally have been disabled.

The Coincidence flag caused by the end point coordinate

of the second Line Mode word, generates an Intensify pulse

and resets the Line Mode flag, but the Color Strobe is

inhibited. This assures that the last point in the line,

which is written by the Intensify puise, is the proper

color.

The horizontal blanking pulse is used to clear the

Line Mode flag to insure that the system does not begin a

scan line in the Line Mode as a result of some previous

·error.
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8.6

8.6.1

The Video Mixer

Description

The Video Mixer receives the video, composite blanking

and composite synchronizing signals from the display

electronics and combines them to form a composite video

signal.

This particular circuit, figure 8.7, was designed for a

monochromatic monitor, a more complex circuit is required

for a color set.

8.6.2 Operation

The composite video output level is dependent upon

the current drawn through the output resistor�. This

current is determined by the three current drivers Ql,

Q2 and Q3. A logical low (ground) at the base of any

transistor will cause it to conduct. The current that

each of the transistors draws through RL depends on the

emitter resistors REI' �2 and �3. The output amplitude

and the relative amplitudes of the four components is

set by proper choice of these three resistors. The

resistances chosen result in a 7-volt p-p composite video

signal with a -7-volt dc offset. The relative amplitudes

of the video, blanking and synchronizing components are

smmilar to those indicated in figure 4.2.

If the composite synchronizing signal is enabled

(ground), only a small offset current determined by the

bias resistors is drawn through RL.
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If the composite synchronizing signal is disabled

but the composite blanking remains asserted (ground), Ql

conducts and the output goes to the blanking level.

The final two levels are generated when neither the

blanking nor synchronizing signals are asserted, both Ql

and Q2 conducting. The Black level results if the video

signal which controls Q3 is disabled and the White level,

if it is enabled.

The video signal is logically combined with the

composite blanking to assure Q3 conducts only bias current

during the blanking periods. The composite blankimg··.and

synchronizing signals need not be combined as this

function is performed within the synchronizing generator.

Q4 serves as a low impedance driver. The effective

output impedance is approximately equal to the 220 ohm

series resistor which also supplies short circuit protection.

The output cable is fifteen feet of 22 gauge twisted

pairs and is terminated by a 100 ohm resistor from the

monitor input to ground.

A 10 microhenry video peaking coil is used to offset

capacitance loading effects and improve the high frequency

performance.
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8.7

8.7.1

The Device Selector

Description

This circuit decodes programmed instructions issued by

the PDP 8/E computer. Only two instructions have been

built into the experimental system as it now stands,

although it could be made more vers.atile in the future

by expanding this basic instruction set. The circuit

responds to the instructions:

6141 turn the display system on

and 6142 turn the display system off.

A PDP 8/E Input-Output instruction consists of four

octal digits and takes the form 6 XX Y. The first octal

digit is the processor operation code, it indicates to

the central processor what type of instruction is to be

carried out. An octal 6 designates Input-Output instructions.

The second two octal digits (XX) are the device

selection code. All peripherals receive every Input-Output

instruction that the PDP 8lE issues but each peripheral

responds only to those instructions containing a device

code identical to a unique code which has been assigned

to, and hard-wired within that particular peripheral.

The final octal digit (Y), the device operation code,

indicates to the peripheral what function it must perform.

The schematic diagram of the Device. Selector circuit is

shown in figure 8.8.
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8.7.2 Operation

Device selection from the PDP. 8/E computer is made

available to the peripheral via the Buffered Memory Buffer

(BMBOO-11) lines. Memory Buffer lines 03-08 are available

both high (1) and low (0) active for purposes of device

selection. The appropriate lines are wired to leI which

detects the octal code 14, the device code chosen for the

system. The device code ANDed with the Buffered Input

Output Pulses BIOP1 and BIOP2 detects the programmed

instructions 6141 and 6142. The actual programmed command

"turn off" is ORed with the computer's power clear

(B INITIATE 1) signal to allow the operator to disable the

display system in the event of program failure.

The Break Request buffer IC4F is not part of the

Device Selector.
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9. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 9.1 is a photograph of a partial map of Canada

generated and displayed by the experimental system. The

entire map comprises less than one quarter of the monitor

screen area, or a matrix of approximately 150 x 150 image

points. A certain amount of quantization due to the

limited resolution is apparent especially in the Alberta

and Saskatchewan border lines.

In order to photograph the image, the brightness and

contrast controls on the monitor were set higher than they

would have been for normal viewing. This accounts, in

part, for what appears to be excessive horizontal width of

the image points. The brightness and contrast possible is

only limited by the quality of the monitor used. Images

generated on the experimental system are clearly visible

in normal lighting conditions.

The data for the map were entered in X, Y coordinate

form using a high-resolution digiti�ing table. The data

were scaled down to the system resolution and processed by
a first draft program to generate the core memory pattern

required to display the map. The processing was done in

real-time with the processing program stored in one core

area and the data in another. The DEC Disc Operating
System program was stored in a third core area to allow



Figure 9.1 Experimentally Displayed Image
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�he operator to return to the monitor mode from the keyboard

input.

The image was extremely stable and showed no tendency

to jerk or waver about the screen. This is due to the

stability of the system's synchronizing generator.

To simulate the color capability of the system, data

were entered, processed and displayed simultaneously on the

three output channels. Although the monitor used could not

display color images, the three channel outputs could be

viewed independently or in any combination. If a color

monitor were used, it would be scanning in a normal raster

fashion and there is no reason to assume there would be any

skewing or abnormal convergence problem in displaying the

three video outputs.

The resolution of the system could be increased without:

any changes in the basic operation of the system but the

number of points which could be written on each scan line

would still be limited. The speed of the Point Rate Clock

determines the horizontal resolution while the amount of

core memory available dictates the vertical resolution.

A number of images were entered and displayed. The

data limitation became obvious on more complex images. The

program was written such that any attempt to use more than

the allotted number of core locations per line would cause

the rightmost image element on that line to be deleted.
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Figure 9.2 is a photograph of the system hardware. The

individual circuit cards are wire-wrapped on double-width

DEC Blank Modules. The Mainframe is w're-wrapped DEC

mounting blocks on a 19 inch rack mount. The large black

object on the end is a five-volt, three ampere power supply.

An external negative fifteen-volt power supply is required

to operate the Video Mixer Card.

Figure 9.3 is a photograph of one of the system cards.

This is typical of the construction of the other cards.

One interesting constructional feature illustrated by the

photograph is the manner in which the power is distributed.

A heavy-gauge, bare wire is run down either side of the card;

these two wires serve as power buses, one at ground potential

and the other at plus five volts. These bus wires are

connected directly to the edge connector pins of the circuit

card. The power and ground pins of each integrated circuit

package are individually connected to these buses to zeduce

power supply noise. To further reduce supply noise; 0.01

microfarad capacitors are soldered directly between the power

and ground pins of each integrated circuit. An electrolytic

capacitor of approximately 40 microfarads shunts the power

supply right at the card edge connector.

Great care was taken to eliminate noise on the power

supply as this was a major problem encountered during

construction; the importance of supply noise cannot be over
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Figure 9.2 Experimental System Mainframe



Figure 9.3 Experimental Card Construction
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estimated. The integrated circuits used to construct the

experimental system are almost exclusively Transistor

Transistor Logic (TTL). Because of the high-speed capability,·,

TTL is extremely sensitive to supply noise which is generated

by switching transients in the circuits. Several of the

original circuit cards constructed,were not power bused in

this fashion and exhibited completely unsatisfactory results.

A number of these cards had to be completely redesigned and

reconstructed to overcome the problem.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The operation of the experimental system was satisfactory

in that it functioned exactly as it was designed. Images

generated by the system prove that the basic concept of a

core-refresh display system is certainly feasible and that

the computer, though partially dedicated to the display system,

can simultaneously carry out complex programming operations

such as the real-time processing of image data.

The data handling capability of the system remains its

weakpoint.

in itself.

The specification of a display system is a study

How much or how little data must a system be

capable of handling before it ,is or is not of any value? How

much should factors such as low-cost and color capability

offset the penalty of reduced data handling? These are

difficult questions and the answers may vary depending upon

the particular application.

The data limitation become most obvious in the experimental

system's inability to cope with alpha-numerics.

To achieve a more versatile system, capable of both alpha

numeric and graphic display, a character generation system

could be operated in parallel with the existing system.

There are a number of alpha-numeric display terminals

commercially available at present which contain an integral

memory. However, these terminals do ·not define each image
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point, only characters contained in predefined screen

areas. Aa many as one thousand alpha-numberics may be

generated in a fixed format using appto�imately eight

thousand bits of Random Access Memory (RAM) for storing

the characters, and several thousand bits of Read Only

Memory (ROM) for character generation.

Possib'ly by combining the characteristics of a system

of this type with those of the experimental system, a far

more useful system could be obtained. Such a system may be

particularly useful for remote display as the transfer rate

between the computer which processes the data, and the

display's internal memory could be as slow as required.

This system, however, does not allow characters to be

located at any point on the screen, they must be located in

the pre-defined areas. It is also impossible to magnify,

'reduce, or tilt the characters. As a result, this system

would not be acceptable for a large a1!lJDJDer of cartographic

applications.

Although the color capability of the experimental

system remains to be proven, the fact that the color monitor

.

for this system would operate in the normal raster-scan

fashion leads to the assumption that little difficulty would

arise in making use of the three output channels to achieve

multi-colored images.

There was in fact no attempt made to illustrate the
.

color capability of the experimental system. Jl..ny continuation
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or future work on this project must include the incorporation

of lome type of color monitor as only the actual viewing of

a color image can truly illustrate the value of color.

Commercial color monitors are expensive, in the $4000

range, and careful consideration should be given to the

possibili ty of. using a television
..
recEdver if some successful

method of implementation could be found. One method of

using a television receiver for a display monitor would. be to

build a small-scale modulator to generate a Very-High Frequency

(VHF) signal which could be fed directly into the antenna

input. This would require a complex circuit which must combine

the outputs of the experimental system to form two complex

signals used to modulate two sub-carriers displaced by 90

degrees. The two resulting signals must then be combined and

used to modulate the VHF carrier.

A second method would involve modifying the television

receiver and driving the blanking, synchronizing and video

circuits directly, thereby eliminating the need for the high

frequency and chromatic sections.

Either one of these methods would require complex
circuit design, a high degree of knowledge in the fields of

color television operation and communications theory, and

time to implement. Whereas the modulation and demodulation

required for the first method may result in loss of image

quality and whereas modification of the receiver may not be

as complicated as designing a modulator, consideration 6f
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the second method should be given priority.

Now that the experimental system has demonstrated

that a core-refresh system is feasible and may have some

applications in the general field of computer display, it

is necessary to examine its usefulness as applied to

cartographic work, and determine what further study may be

of value.

If a color display system is to be useful for the

majority of cartographic applications, it must be capable of

positioning alpha-numerics at any point on the screen. The

experimental system cannot handle alpha-numerics effectively

and the puxiliary character generation system proposed does

not allow unrestricted positioning of alpha-numerics.

After experimenting with the data handling capability

and considering other parameters of the experimental system,

it was decided that even if the amount of memory available

were expanded, and the data handling capability increased

to the speed limit of the PDP 8/E computer, this type of

system is of little value for cartographic work.

Viewing color charts scanned by a studio color camera

Lnddcat.ed that beoadcast resolution i approximately 400 x 400

points, is sufficient for many aspects of cartographic work.

Defining each point of a matrix this size, individually;

with at least two bits specifying color, requires approximately

20K words of core memory. A system with a memory of this

size was impractical when work on this project was initiated
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due to prohibitive costs. Since that time the cost of

core memory has been greatly reduced, and many eartographic

installations have minicomputers equipped with l6K memories

which could readily be expanded to 32K at a reasonable cost.

With this amount of memory available a display system

allowing independent control over every image point is

possible but, the transfer rate required is beyond that: of

the PDP 8/E computer. The PDPll family of computers, which

have increased in popularity in the past few years, not

only have the speed required but also have a number of

features which simplify both hardware and software considera

tions. The core manipulation and Input-Output features 6f

the sixteen bit word PDPll are far more versatile than those

of the PDP 8/E.

By using the Non"';'processor Interrupt feature of the

PDPll to transfer fifty words per horizontal scan line, each

defining eight sequential image points with two bits, a'

display system with control over individual points could be

achieved.
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